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Scrap Metal Services

Machinery Sales

Steel Sales

Deconstruction Services

Glendale Industrial Park



J&P Scrap Metal Service underpins the strong and sustained  

growth of the group with a wide and diverse client base ranging  

from local government and corporate to commercial, domestic  

and industrial clients. 

J&P Scrap Metal Services include:

SCRAP METAL

SERVICES

SKIP BIN COLLECTION 

Scrap metal ranging from heavy gauge, light gauge, ferrous 

swarf and non-ferrous metals.  Bins size ranges from 2 cubic 

metres to 12 cubic metres and are available on a casual or 

permanent basis. 

HOOKLIFT SERVICE 

Services which enable clients to increase the net capacity in 

each bin. Hooklift Bins size range from 24 cubic metres to 

34 cubic metres. This service consists of transport of a single 

hooklift bin or 2 hooklift bins as per Road Train Concept. 

Bin-on-truck holds a maximum of 17 tonne net with  

bin-on-trailer holding a maximum of 19 tonne net. 

HIAB TRUCK SERVICE

Designed for steel deliveries and scrap pickups, car bodies etc.

FARM AND COMMERCIAL/GENERAL SITE CLEAN UPS

Scrap removals and commercial, residential and industrial site 

clean ups are a major part of J&P’s Group’s operations, from mine 

sites to farms and general site clearing with excavator, grab and 

magnet to load material into high sided tippers..

We service the South West WA including Kojonup, Tambellup, 

Boyup Brook, Katanning, Newdegate, Manjimup and Bridgetown.

Non-ferrous and Ferrous Scrap Materials Handling

J&P Group has been a recongised name in the scrap metal industry for over 50 years.  

J&P Group offers competitive pricing in buying scrap Metal.

All scrap operations conform to relevant statutes and legal requirements

Our Picton Yard located close to Bunbury 

is equipped with a registered weighbridge 

and full processing facilities to segregate 

and process different range of non-ferrous 

commodities including:

Aluminum, aluminum cans, lead based 

batteries, brass, copper, electric motors, lead, 

PVC cable, radiators, mixed metals and all 

other non-ferrous metals.

Ferrous materials are weighed at our Picton 

Yard then delivered to our Copplestone Road 

processing facility where they are segregated, 

processed and prepared for end users.  

Some of the materials handled through  

this facility include:

Car bodies, cast iron, factory offcuts, 

manganese, nyhard, rail,  steel swarf and 

turnings, white goods and all light steel,  

farm scrap and machinery, demolition scrap, 

heavy gauge scrap and reo bar etc.

The scrap processing yard has an electric 

shear bailer installed which has an output 

of 100 tonnes per day. The Shear Bailer 

processes light type metals and are exported 

for recycling.

J&P Group processing site has met the 

stringent requirements issued by both  

local government agencies, and the 

Department for Environment and 

Conservation. 

This has been achieved through careful 

attention to the retention of surface water 

on site and the implementation of noise and 

dust management plans. J&P Group have 

a delubing station on site for the removal, 

recycle and or disposal of recyclable and  

non-recyclable materials. Eg Oil, Coolant, 

Petrol, Diesel, Tyres.
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